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University of Nebraska 
Getting Started 
The University of Nebraska's Institute of Agri-
culture and Natural Resources offers more than 
1,500 publications on topics for the home, farm or 
business. These publications are one means by 
which the University shares the results of its re-
search, extension and teaching functions. In addi-
tion, new publications are released throughout the 
year and are available from your local extension 
office. 
Publications in this catalog are listed under 15 
major headings. Publication titles are preceded by 
a code consisting ofletters and numbers. The numbers 
designate individual publications and may include 
the year of publication. The letters describe the type 
of publication. 
Extension publications are written in a popular 
style for a general audience. G's and HEG's are 
NebGuides and Home Economics Guides, two- to 
four-page publications on farm, home and business 
topics. EC's and CC's are Extension Circulars and 
Campaign Circulars which are more detailed. AE's 
are similar to EC' s and prepared by the Department 
ofBiological Systems Engineering. LH's designate 
Learn at Home publications- packets of publica-
tions specially selected to provide an indepth un-
derstanding of the topic. CP's, which denote com-
puter programs, are listed separately from topic 
headings on page 22. 
Research publications often may be more tech-
nical and directed toward an audience with some 
background of the topic. They are designated by the 
letters: RB- Research Bulletin, RP- Regional 
Publication, SB - Station Bulletin (Issued by 
Research and Extension Centers), and MP- Mis-
cellaneous Publications. 
Most publications are available free or at a 
nominal charge. Shipping and handling are extra. 
To order publications, contact your local extension 
office or use the form in the center of this catalog. 
If the form is missing, contact the Department of 
Agricultural Communications, 105 Agricultural 
Communications Building, University of Nebraska-
Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68583-0918. 
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How to Order 
Publications 
Most bulletins listed here are available at your local 
extension office. If your extension office doesn't have 
the publications you want, you can write to the Depart-
ment of Agricultural Communications with your re-
quest or use one of the order forms found in this catalog. 
NEBRASKA residents can be sent single copies of 
up to 10 different publications free of charge plus a 
mailorder charge of $1 for 1 through 10 copies. To get 
single copies of more than 10 different publications, you 
must pay the prices listed following the title for the extra 
copies plus the $1 mailorder charge. Payment must ac-
company order. NOTE: Publications with the prefix 
G or HEG in the publication number have no price 
listed following the description. They are one price, 
$.10 per copy. 
0 UT -OF-STATE residents are encouraged to con-
tact their own land-grant university for publications that 
will apply more specifically to their needs. Out-of-state 
orders will have a charge for each publication ordered 
(shown at the end of each description) plus a minimum 
mail order charge of $1 for 1 through 10 copies. NOTE: 
Publications with the prefix G or HEG in the publi-
cation number have no price listed following the de-
scription. They are one price, $.10 per copy. Pay-
ment must accompany order. 
There are a few publications for which a charge is 
made even if only a single copy is requested. These 
publications are listed as FOR SALE ONLY.Payment 
must accompany order. 
All orders for delivery to NEBRASKA addresses 
must include sales tax of 6 l/2%. Nebraska addresses 
claiming a sales tax exemption must furnish an exempt 
sales certificate when ordering. 
FOR SALE ONLY publications cannot be re-
turned for credit or refund. 
Checks or money orders should be made payable to 
the University of Nebraska. 
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CROPS 
Corn 
Origins, Adaptation and Types of Corn 
($.10) 
Distillers Grains ($.25) 
Nebraska Corn Performance Tests 1990 
($.50) 
Field Sandbur Control In Corn 
No-Till Corn in Alfalfa Sod 
Fertilizer Suggestions for Corn 
How to Tell Corn, Sorghum Maturity 
Crop Information For Western Nebraska 
Using Starter Fertilizer For Corn 
Choosing Corn Hybrids 
Corn Planting Dates, Populations, Depth, 
and Row Spacings 
Setting Your Corn Yield Goal Is Important 
How To Take A Soil Sample For Corn 
Nematode Assay 
Goss's Bacterial Wilt and Blight of Corn 
Root and Soil Analyses for Nematodes in 
Corn 
Growing Degree Day Requirements and 
Freeze Risk as a Guide to Selecting and 
Planting Corn Hybrids 
Assessing Hail Damage to Corn 
Adjusting Nitrogen Fertilizer for Corn Based 
on Nitrate Levels in Soil and Irrigation 
Water 
Leaf Freckles and Wilt of Corn Incited by 
Corynebacterium Nebraskense Schuster, 
Hoff, Mandel, Lazard, 1972 ($.75) 
Uneven Emergence in Corn ($.30) 
Corn Pest Management for the Midwest-
A Guide for Pest & Problem Diagnosis 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $7.00) 
Dry Beans 
Dry Edible Bean Diseases ($.15) 
Irrigating Dry Beans 
Measuring Harvest Loss of Dry Edible 
Beans 
Fertilizing Edible Dry Beans 
Dry Bean Production Problems (FOR SALE 
ONLY: $4.00) 
Growing Dry Edible Beans In Nebraska 
($.25) 
Other Grains 
Producing Proso in Western Nebraska ($.10) 
Nebraska Sunflower Test 1986 ($.10) 
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G 74-110 
G 74-169 
G 74-202 
Nebraska Proso and Sunflower Variety 
Tests 1989 ($.45) 
Nebraska Spring Small Grain Variety Tests 
1990 ($.45) 
Irrigated Small Grain Production 
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Oat Production in Nebraska 
Oat Varieties For Nebraska 
Barley Yellow Dwarf of Barley, Oats, and 
Wheat 
Fertilizing Proso and Pearl Millet 
Phenological Stages of Proso Millet ($.15) 
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on Production of Malting Barley ($.75) 
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Nebraska Grain Sorghum Hybrid Tests 
1990 ($.50) 
Fertilizing Grain Sorghum 
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Soybean Inoculation-When Is It Neces-
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Soybean Yield Loss Due to Hail Damage 
Fertilizer Suggestions for Soybeans 
Weed Control in Soybeans 
Soybean Chlorosis 
Narrow-row Soybeans 
Soybean Chlorosis Studies on High pH 
Bottomland Soils ($1.25) 
Sugar Beets 
Fertilizing Sugar Beets 
A Composite Of Fungus And Nematode 
Diseases Of Sugar beets 
The N,P, KStatus OfSugarbeetProducing 
Soils In Western Nebraska And Its Rela-
tionship To Sugar Yield ($.25) 
Wheat 
Crops Contest Guide ($.10) 
Wheat Streak Mosaic Disease ($.15) 
Nebraska Fall-Sown Small Grain Variety 
Tests 1990 ($.50) 
Winter Wheat Varieties 
How To Plant Wheat 
When To Plant Wheat 
Stem Rust Of Wheat 
How To Fallow 
Bunt or Stinking Smut of Wheat 
Soil-Borne Wheat Mosaic 
G 75-203 
G 78-402 
G 79-429 
G 79-480 
G 84-701 
G 85-743 
G 86-805 
G 86-811 
G 88-889 
RB250 
RB289 
EC 76-714 
G 75-282 
G79-474 
G 81-544 
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G 82-626 
G 85-750 
G 86-782 
G 86-793 
G 86-804 
G 86-809 
G 87-835 
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G 89-909 
G 89-910 
G 89-911 
G 90-981 
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Winter Wheat Hay As A Forage 
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Take-all Disease of Wheat and Grasses 
Septoria Leaf Blotch of Wheat 
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Small Grains Seed Treatment 
High Quality Seed Wheat 
How to Apply Fertilizer to Wheat 
Date of Planting Studies of Winter Wheat 
and Winter Barley in Relation to Root and 
Crown Rot, Grain Yields and Quality ($.50) 
Effects of No-Tillage Fallow Compared to 
Conventional Tillage in a Wheat-Fallow 
System ($.50) 
ENGINEERING, 
CONSERVATION, 
SAFETY 
Conservation 
Conservation Production Systems For Row 
Crops ($.10) 
Emergency Wind Erosion Control 
Understanding Wind Erosion and Its Con-
trol 
Residue Management for Soil Erosion Con-
trol 
Effects of Agricultural Runoff On Nebraska 
Water Quality 
Air Properties, Temperature and Relative 
Humidity 
Terrace Systems for Nebraska 
Distribution of Crop Residue -A Require-
ment for Conservation Tillage 
Estimating Residue Cover 
Plant Disease Control for Conservation 
Tillage Systems 
Ecofarming - No-till Sorghum Following 
Ecofallow Corn or Sorghum 
Ecofarming: No-till Ecofallow Proso Mil-
let in Winter Wheat Stubble 
Ecofarming: Selecting Corn and Grain Sor-
ghum Hybrids, Planting Dates, and Plant-
ing Rates in a Winter Wheat-Row Crop-
fallow Rotation 
The Conservation of Highly Erodible Lands: 
A Layman's Guide to Conservation Com-
pliance and Sodbuster 
The Conservation Reserve Program: A 
Layman's Guide 
The Conservation of Wetlands: A Guide to 
Swampbuster 
Using the Line-Transect Method to Esti-
mate Percent Residue Cover 
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RP370 
RP371 
Energy 
Troubleshooting Livestock Environmental 
Control Systems ($.05) 
Cooling Systems For Livestock ($.05) 
Solar Heat For Grain Drying ($.05) 
Solar Heating For Home, Farm and Small 
Businesses ($.05) 
Solar Energy Heat Storage For Home, Farm 
and Small Business ($.05) 
Solar Heating Systems for Confinement 
Livestock Buildings ($.05) 
Energy Efficiency in Food Processing 
The Effective Detective: Finding Energy 
Savings at Home ($.10) 
Economics of Energy Used in Fallow Sys-
tems for Winter Wheat-Fallow Rotation 
Fuel Use For Field Operations 
Is Burning Wood Economical? 
Electrical Appliances And The Energy$ 
Wind and Snow Control Around the Farm 
($.15) 
Farm Buildings 
Design and Construction of Grain Bin Floors 
Consulting Engineers in the Feedlot Indus-
try 
Swine Confinement Growing-Finishing 
Units 
Calf Hutches 
Brooder Houses And Equipment For The 
Home Flock 
Fuel Storage 
An Overview of Concrete as a Building 
Material 
Concrete Construction-Curing 
Ventilation Fans: Performance 
Ventilation Fans, Types and Sizes 
Ventilation Fans, Efficiency and Mainte-
nance 
Concrete Construction Obtaining Quality 
Results 
Nebraska Solar Heated Modified-Open-
Front Swine Nursery 
Quality Concrete for Swine Facilities 
Aeration of Stored Grain 
Natural Air Corn Drying 
Existing Buildings- Remodel or Abandon? 
Electrical Systems for Agricultural Build-
ings (Recommended Practices) 
Electrical Systems for Agricultural Build-
ings (Checklist) 
Holding Wet Grain With Aeration 
Historical Rural Buildings - A Program 
Guide (FOR SALE ONLY: $.50) 
Historic Farmsteads (FOR SALE ONLY: 
$.75) 
Farm Power and Machinery 
cc 17 
EC 79-788 
EC 81-713 
EC 81-760 
EC 83-708 
EC 87-728 
EC 89-2103 
G 75-234 
G 76-287 
G 76-310 
G 80-500 
G 81-550 
G 81-555 
G 81-562 
G 81-573 
G 81-579 
G 82-566 
G 82-593 
G 83-684 
G 84-699 
G 84-740 
G 88-865 
G 88-876 
G 89-930 
G 89-938 
G 89-955 
G 90-983 
G 91-1019 
G 91-1020 
Emergency Flood Information: Tractor And 
Implement Cleaning ($.05) 
How To Get A Good Irrigation Well ($.05) 
It Pays To Test Your Irrigation Pumping 
Plant ($.10) 
How To Adjust Vertical Turbine Pumps 
For Maximum Efficiency ($.20) 
Noise ... Sound Without Value ($.20) 
Sprayer Calibration Method Card ($.20) 
Safe Tractor Operations ($.10) 
Wheel Weights: How Much? 
How Many Drawbar Horsepower Can Your 
Tractor Develop? 
Water System Design for Feedlots 
Ecofarming: Selection Of Tractor Mounted 
Or Pull-Type Sprayers 
Ecofarming: Operating High Capacity 
Sprayers (Floaters) For Herbicide Appli-
cation 
Guidelines For Constructing A Pipewick 
Applicator 
Guidelines For Using Pipewick And Other 
Selective Applicators 
Reading A Watt-Hour Meter To Deter-
mine Drawn Horsepower 
Nebraska Tractor Tests 
Calibrating a Sprayer 
Air Line Method for Measuring Water 
Levels in Irrigation Wells 
Row Crop Planters, Equipment, Adjust-
ments and Performance in Conservation 
Tillage 
Horsepower-What Is It? 
Preventing Fuel Problems During Cold 
Weather Diesel Engine Operation 
Fine Tuning A Sprayer with the "Ounce" 
Calibration Method 
Ridge Plant Systems: Equipment 
Radial Tractor Tires - Performance That 
Counts! 
Comparison Cost Worksheet for Radial 
Tractor Tires 
Nozzles- Selection and Sizing 
Equipment Adjustments for Herbicide In-
corporation 
Set Up of Tillage, Planting and Directed 
Spray Equipment 
Plumbing Systems of Agricultural Spray-
ers 
Safety 
CC 18 Emergency Flood Information: Salvaging 
Flooded Livestock Feed ($.05) 
CC 2 Emergency Flood Information: Flood In-
formation Before The Flood ($.05) 
EC 80-718 Caution, Look Up! Power Lines May Be 
Overhead ($.15) 
EC 81-1746 Building a TopScreen for a Burning-Bar-
rel ($.05) 
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G 83-664 
G 83-667 
G 87-847 
G 89-948 
G 89-949 
G 90-973 
G 90-990 
AE98 
EC 89-117 
G 74-191 
G79-446 
G79-448 
G 80-512 
G 80-514 
G 80-531 
G 81-559 
G 81-583 
cc 261 
cc 294 
CC304 
EC 84-408 
G 89-916 
G 89-917 
G 89-918 
G 89-927 
G 89-935 
G 89-956 
G 90-962 
G 90-965 
Don't Let Fire Reap Its Harvest ($.15) 
Traffic Emergencies ... Prepare For Them! 
($.15) 
Wanted Alive ($.10) 
Dams or Road Structures to Replace Rural 
Bridges? 
Hand Signals for Agriculture 
Large Round Bale Safety 
Open Burning 
Know Your Fire Extinguisher 
Farm Pesticide Storage 
Chimneys-Their Installation and Upkeep 
Space Heaters-Safe or Unsafe? 
Home Fire Detection 
Is My Livestock System Safe? 
Safe Operation of Compact Tractors 
Safety During Snow Removal 
Oil Additives to Reduce Grain Dust 
Explosion Venting and Suppression of 
Bucket Elevator Legs 
Waste Management 
Manure Pit Ventilation in Confinement 
Livestock Buildings ($.05) 
Fertilizing Crops with Animal Manure ($.30) 
Anaerobic Lagoons 
Maintaining a Septic Tank System 
A Septic Tank System for Sewage Treat-
ment 
Home Sewage Treatment Systems 
Soils, Absorption Fields and Percolation 
Tests for Home Sewage Treatment 
Swine Manure Management Systems 
Mound Sewage Waste TreatmLnt Systems 
Irrigating With Sewage Effluent 
FOODS AND 
NUTRITION 
Food Nutrition 
How Much Vitamin C Are You Eating? 
($.05) 
Calories, Fat, and Cholesterol in Your Food 
($.10) 
Family Nutrition Guide ($.05) 
Grains As Food (FOR SALE ONLY: $2.20) 
How Much Sodium Are You Eating? 
How Much Vitamin A Are You Eating? 
Water: The Nutrient 
Body Weight Assessment 
Planning for Healthy Eating 
Eating Out- Lightly but Delightfully 
Introducing Solid Foods To Babies 
Eating Lean For Life 
G 90-966 Choosing And Using Cheese 
HEG 78-98 Food For Life 
HEG 88-225 Eating Disorders: Bulemia and Anorexia 
Nervosa 
HEG 88-241 How Much Calcium Are You Eating? FORESTRY HEG 88-242 How Much Protein Are You Eating? 
RP 144 Feeding Your Child From Two To Six 
($.10) 
Forestry RP239 Food, Allergy, and You ($.10) 
Food Preparation CC338 Trees and Shrubs in the Conservation 
Reserve Program ($.05) 
G 79-449 Making Yogurt At Home EC 76-1741 Christmas Trees: A Management Guide 
G83-640 Botulism ($.25) 
HEG 75-12 Nebraska Master Mix EC 78-1744 Prairie Fires and the Nebraska Pioneer 
HEG 79-110 Cut Your Own Turkey Parts ($.75) 
HEG 81-144 Home Processing Of Chickens EC 81-1747 Forestry for Wildlife Habitat Improvement 
HEG 81-145 The Cut Up Chicken, Part I ($.10) 
HEG 81-146 The Cut Up Chicken, Part II EC 82-1224 Pruning Shade Trees ($.25) 
HEG 81-154 More Meals From Pork And Lamb Cuts EC 82-1738 Tree Planting Guide ($.15) 
HEG 81-155 Eggs And Poultry Meat: Questions And EC 83-1726 Information on Clarke-McNary Trees (Free) 
Answers EC 88-1759 Nebraska's Champion Tree Register 1988 
HEG 87-220 Choosing and Cooking Fish of Nebraska ($.20) 
HEG 87-221 Cooking for One, Two or a Few EC 88-1760 Trees and Shrubs for Nebraska Conserva-
HEG 88-228 Turkey Preparation Guidelines tion Plantings ($.50) 
RP71 Cooking Foods In Microwave Ovens EC 89-1221 Arbor Day, A Nebraska Creation ($.05) 
G 73~45 Managing Black Walnut Plantations for 
Food Preservation Timber G 73-60 Working With Wood I. Home Drying 
Lumber 
EC 90-434 Let's Preserve: Canning Basics (FOR SALE G 74-102 How To Design A Snow, Wind Barrier 
ONLY: $.50) G 75-255 .Christmas Tree Fire Regulations 
EC 90-435 Let's Preserve: Vegetables and Vegetable G 75-257 Cytospora Canker of Poplars and WiDows 
Products (FOR SALE ONLY: $.50) G 76-314 Native Fence Posts 
EC 90-436 Let's Preserve: Fruit and Fruit Products · G 76-315 Establishing Black Walnut 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $.50) G 77-334 Timber Sale Contracts 
EC 90-437 Let's Preserve: Tomatoes and Tomato Prod- G 77-345 White Mottled Heart Rot of Green Ash 
ucts (FOR SALE ONLY: $.50) G 77-347 How to Plant Landscape Trees 
G 75-264 How to Store Fruits and Vegetables G 77-348 Landscape Tree Evaluation 
G 83-642 Safe Storage of Small Amounts of Grains, G 77-380 Growing Conifers From Seed 
Edible Seeds and Processed Foods G 77-383 Marketing Your Timber 
G 89-944 Home Freezing Prepared Foods G 79-431 The Four-Flap Graft: An Easy Grafting 
HEG 76-17 Drying Fruits and Vegetables Technique for Nut or Hardwood Trees 
HEG 76-57 Home Freezing Of Fruits And Vegetables G 79-443 Firewood Plantations 
HEG 80-116 Pickles and Relishes G 80-490 Canker Diseases Of Elm 
HEG 81-143 Meat Storage Guidelines G 80-511 Harvesting Firewood 
HEG 81-151 More Meals From Beef Cuts G 81-575 Dothistroma Needle Blight Of Pines 
LH 80-01 Drying Foods (FOR SALE ONLY: $4.50) G83-646 Diplodia Tip Blight of Pines 
G 84-705 Iron Chlorosis of Trees and Shrubs 
Food Science G 88-866 Christmas Tree Selection and Care 
G 88-881 Heating With Wood I. Species Character-
EC 78-2302 Making Cheese at Home ($.25) istics and Volumes 
EC 79-2304 Understanding Botulism ($.05) G 89-923 Windbreak Maintenance and Renovation 
RP254 Sensory Properties Of Poultry Meat ($.15) G 90-968 Nebraska's Forest Resources: Acreages and 
Ownership 
RP251 Effective Herbicide Use in Christmas Tree 
Plantations ($.50) 
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HOME AND 
FAMILY 
Child Care 
Promoting Breastfeeding ($.1 0) 
Parent Checklist for Choosing Day Care 
Parenting Your Child Effectively 
High Risk Youth 
Effective Parenting for Greater Family 
Well-Being (FOR SALE ONLY: $2.50) 
Clothing 
Emergency Floodffornado Information: 
Salvaging Damaged Clothing ($.05) 
Sewing Women's Pants and Shorts ($.10) 
Plotting Pleats for Skirts ($.05) 
A Basic Pattern For You ($.10) 
Shaping a Tailored Garment ($.15) 
Children's Pullover Knit Shirt (FOR SALE 
ONLY: $1.75) 
Sewing the Silkies ($.15) 
Laundering Pesticide Contaminated Cloth-
ing 
Accent on Accessories 
Set-in Sleeves 
Restyling Or Remodeling A Garment 
Bound Buttonholes, Simplified Patch 
Method 
Pressing Methods 
Functional Fashions For You 
Hems For Garments 
Lining A Jacket Or Coat 
Sewing For Children 
Seam Finishes 
Follow That Grain line 
Raglan and Kimono Sleeves 
Analyzing Color in Your Wardrobe 
Short Cut Tailoring Techniques -Finish-
ing The Hem 
Short Cut Tailoring Techniques -Shoul-
der Shapes 
Short Cut Tailoring Techniques -Under 
and Uppercollar Units 
Topstitching 
Clothing the Pre-Schooler 
Shopping for Children's Clothing 
Sewing Ups and Downs 
Sewing With Stripes 
Sewing With Denim 
Stitch and Save lt(FOR SALE ONLY: $2.50) 
T -(Shirt) Time for Tots (FOR SALE ONLY: 
$2.50) 
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EC 79-2224 
EC 82-2225 
EC 82-875 
EC 88-422 
EC 90-438 
G 79-468 
G79-469 
G 82-636 
G 90-1008 
G 90-960 
G 90-975 
G 91-1013 
HEG 76-55 
HEG 77-86 
HEG 79-105 
HEG 79-106 
HEG 80-131 
HEG 81-141 
HEG 83-169 
HEG 83-170 
HEG 83-172 
HEG 83-179 
HEG 83-185 
HEG 85-203 
HEG 85-204 
HEG 87-212 
LH 85-14 
LH 87-15 
RP 141 
RP229 
RP369 
RP378 
cc 299 
EC 76-549 
EC 85-414 
G 89-929 
G 90-1006 
G 90-982 
G 90-985 
G 90-986 
G 90-988 
HEG 76-24 
HEG 77-69 
Consumer Education 
Family Calendar ($.15) 
Where To Turn For Help ($.20) 
Checks, Money and Credit Card Fraud 
($.10) 
Household Cleaning and Laundry Prod-
ucts: Which One for the Job? ($.15) 
Do You Have What It Takes To Be An 
Entrepreneur? (FOR SALE ONLY: $.35) 
Metric Units of Measure- Part I Length, 
Area and Volume 
Metric Units of Measure - Part II Fluid 
Volume, Mass, T~mperature, Pressure, 
Power and Energy 
Shoplifting The Fastest Growing Crime 
Against Business 
Make Your Food Dollars Count 
Laws That Impact Our Lives 
Health Insurance for Older People 
Nursing Home Insurance Insights 
How To Complain 
Winning Ways With Water 
Life Insurance -Who Needs It? 
Life Insurance- What Kind and How Much? 
Food Quackery 
Advertising-Help Or Hindrance? 
Warranties and Guarantees 
Wood Stove Installation Safety-A Check-
list 
Tips for the Buyer 
Small Claims Court in Nebraska 
Coupons and Refunds 
Avoid Investment Fraud 
'Til Death Do Us Part ... From the Minute 
After 
Home Water Treatment Systems 
IRA's- Individual Retirement Accounts 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $4.50) 
Insurance Insights (FOR SALE ONLY: $3.75) 
ENERGYGUIDE: A Tool For Appliance 
Shoppers ($.10) 
It's About Time (FOR SALE ONLY: $.75) 
Historic Buildings: Issues in Preservation 
and Protection (FOR SALE ONLY: $.75) 
Cleaning as a Business ($.40) 
Family Life 
Extension Home Economics- Making a 
Difference ($.05) 
Enriching Your Relationships ($.10) 
Family Stress- Dealing with Blame ($.15) 
Consequences Teach Responsibility 
Setting Up a Family Council 
Liking Me, Liking You (Building Self-Es-
teem) 
Discipline-An Effective Life Guide 
Strengthening The Couple Relationships 
A Process for Building Coalitions 
Dealing With Death and Dying 
About Money And Children 
HEG 77-78 It's About Time cc 19 Emergency Flood Information: Care Of 
HEG 78-97 Building Family Strengths Household Utilities And Appliances ($.05) 
HEG 78-99 Cultural Arts-Yesterday And Today CC20 Emergency Flood Information: Care Of 
HEG 81-134 Assessing Your Retirement Readiness Floors, Walls And Doors ($.05) 
HEG 81-135 Realizing Your Marriage Potential CC22 Emergency Flood Information: Salvaging 
HEG 81-148 How To Say Yes-How To Say No Furniture ($.05) 
HEG 81-153 Tune In To Your Teen CC300 Operation Identification System Manual 
HEG 82-161 How Is Your Family's Well-Being? ($.20) 
HEG 82-167 Leadership Roles Group Members Play CC3 Emergency Flood Information: Care And 
HEG 83-184 "Tough" Love With Teens Repair Of Flooded Basements ($.05) 
HEG 84-191 Listening-With Your Heart As Well As cc 310 Crime Prevention Through Property Ideo-
Your Ears tification ($.05) 
HEG 84-193 "Fighting Fair" in Marriage EC 63-1178 Guide to Bathroom Planning ($.15) 
HEG 86-210 Being A "Grand" Parent EC 67-1181 19th Century American Furniture and Fur-
HEG 87-223 Understanding Grief and Loss nishings ($.15) 
LH 81-09 The Twelve-Day Marriage Enrichment Pro- EC 71-2008 Selection of Carpets and Rugs ($.05) 
gram (FOR SALE ONLY: $2.50) EC 73-2022 Early American Furniture and Interiors, 
RP 353 Taking Charge: Getting Unstuck ($.15) 1620-1720 ($.05) 
RP365 Managing Conflict Successfully ($.35) EC 77-2042 Housing Choices ($.05) 
RP386 Families in Crisis ($.30) EC 77-2043 Housing Needs and Wants ($.05) 
EC 77-2044 Evaluating Floor Plans ($.05) 
Health Education EC 77-2045 Workroom Planning ($.05) 
EC 80-2052 Window Treatments for Energy Efficiency 
CC4 Emergency Flood Information: Care Of ($.10) 
Food ($.05) EC 80-2053 Planning An Energy Efficient Home ($.05) 
EC 76-548 Be Your Own Best Friend ($.10) EC 80-2054 Remodeling-A Planning Checklist ($.05) 
EC 79-551 Save Your Heart ($.05) EC 80-2055 Why You Choose a Home-Castle, Cave 
EC 80-553 What To Do Until The Doctor Comes ... First or Igloo ($.50) 
Aid (FOR SALE ONLY: $1.00) EC 81-2056 Keys to Security: Doors and Windows ($.15) 
EC 82-554 Arthritis: Twinges in the Hinges ($.10) EC 82-2057 Carpet Care-Cleaning and Stain Removal 
EC 85-412 Food and Drug Interactions ($.15) ($.05) 
EC 86-416 Depression: The Common Cold of Mental EC 83-405 Interior Design: The Energy Angle ($.10) 
Health ($.15) EC 84-407 Refinishing Furniture (FOR SALE ONLY: 
EC 88-421 AIDS/STDs The Sexually Transmissable $2.20) 
Disease ($.10) EC 85-411 Nebraska Homes of the Early Twentieth 
EC 89-425 Planning Your Lifestyle/The Good Life Century: A Heritage of Pride ($.45) 
Report ($.10) EC 87-419 Home Furnishings Care-Cleaning and 
EC 90-426 The Good Life Report: Skin Cancer ($.10) Stain Removal ($.20) 
G 80-502 Farmer's Lung Disease EC 88-423 Color Expressions in the Home ($.20) 
G 90-969 Exercise: How Much and What Kind? EC 88-424 The Laundry System ($.10) 
G 74-78 Testing For Bacterial Safety Of Drinking G 82-633 Is Your Business a Burglar's Target? 
Water G 89-946 Water Treatment Equipment: Water Sof-
G 91-1012 Food and Drug Interaction Guide teners 
HEG 76-34 Eat to Keep Your Teeth G 90-976 Water Treatment Equipment: A Buyer's 
HEG 77-81 Your Medicine Chest: Friend Or Foe Guide 
HEG 78-93 Let's Move It! HEG 75-14 The Safe Use of Hand Tools: How to Use 
HEG 80-128 High Level Wellness the Claw Hammer 
HEG 75-16 The Safe Use of Hand Tools: How to Use 
Home Environment/Safety the Screwdriver HEG 75-2 Storage in the Kitchen 
cc 1 Emergency Flood Information: Recondi- HEG 75-15 The Safe Use of Hand Tools: How to Use the Pliers 
tioning Wells and Water Systems ($.05) HEG 76-20 The Safe Use of Hand Tools: How to Use cc 12 Emergency Flood Information: Repairing the Wrench 
Your House And Farm Buildings After HEG 76-27 The Safe Use of Hand Tools: How to Use 
The Flood ($.05) Hand Saws cc 13 Emergency Flood Information: First Steps HEG 76-31 The Safe Use of Hand Tools: How to Use 
For Those In Flooded Areas ($.05) the Bit Brace cc 14 Emergency Flood Information: First Aid HEG 76-33 The Safe Use of Hand Tools: How to Use 
For Carpets And Rugs ($.05) the Hand Drill and Push Drill cc 15 Emergency Flood Information: First Aid HEG 76-54 Your Style In Home Furnishings 
For Bedding And Household Linens ($.05) 
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HEG 76-56 Knotted Yarn Techniques For Rugs And RP328 Modest Home Makeovers (FOR SAlE ONLY: 
Wall Pieces $.50) 
HEG 77-73 Wall Finishes RP362 File it Easy, Find it Fast: A Home Filing 
HEG 77-74 Selecting Wall Coverings System ($.50) 
HEG 78-90 Your Electric Blanket 
HEG 79-112 Interior Design-An Art Form Money Management 
HEG 80-132 Wood Stoves: Choosing The Stove 
HEG 81-150 Home Security Guide And Checklist CC306 When Your Income Decreases ... But the 
HEG 82-157 Weatherizing Your Home -Caulking Bills Don't ($.05) 
HEG 82-158 Weatherizing Your Home-Weatherstrip- EC 72-855 Property Statement And Family Objec-
ping tives For Estate Planning ($.10) 
HEG 82-159 Wood Stoves: Location In The Home EC 80-2047 Financial and Legal Aspects of Buying a 
HEG 82-162 At Home-Personal Security for Man, Home ($.05) 
Woman, and Child EC 90-429 Legal Considerations (FOR SALE ONLY: 
HEG 82-168 Home Security Starts at Your Door $.35) 
HEG 83-171 Wood Stove Safety, Operation and Acci- EC 90-430 Source of Beginning Capital (FOR SALE 
dent Prevention ONLY: $.15) 
HEG 88-231 Carpet Selection: General EC 90-431 Juggling Time, Work and Family (FOR 
HEG 88-233 Rug and Carpet Fibers: Selection and Care SALE ONLY: $.35) 
HEG 88-235 Selecting Case Goods- Wood EC 90-432 Guide To Employee Relations (FOR SALE 
HEG 88-236 Selecting Upholstered Furniture ONLY: $.35) 
HEG 89-239 Rug Selection and Use EC 90-433 Business Plan (FOR SALE ONLY: $.35) 
HEG 89-244 Select Case Goods-Metals & Natural Ma- FM 84-3 Nebraska Family Living Account Book (FOR 
terials SALE ONLY: $1.75) 
LH 80-04 A House for You (FOR SALE ONLY: $2.50) G 89-947 Buying Meat by the Serving 
RP294 Upholstered Furniture Care: Cleaning and HEG 75-7 Budget Expense Classifications 
Stain Removal ($.20) HEG 77-75 Managing Family Finances On Your Own 
HEG 77-79 How Much Should We Spend? 
Home Management HEG 77-82 Work For Pay: At Home Or Away? 
HEG 77-83 How Much Credit? 
EC 83-404 Restoring or Refinishing Old Trunks ($.05) HEG 79-101 Insurance-What Kind And How Much? 
EC 85-2040 A Record of Important Family Papers ($.05) HEG 79-102 H~!alth Insurance-What Kind And How 
EC 87-420 Household Inventory (FOR SALE ONLY: Much? 
$.25) HEG 79-103 Homeowners Insurance-What Kind and 
EC 90-428 Household Waste Management: Yours, How Much? 
Mine, and Ours ($.25) HEG 79-104 Auto Insurance-What Kind And How 
G 89-934 Financial Counseling: What, Who, When, Much? 
and Where HEG 80-122 Tips For Handling Personal And Family 
G 89-940 Financial Planning Form: Net Worth State- Finances During Inflation 
ment HEG 80-123 More Tips For Money Management Dur-
G 89-941 Financial Planning Form: Income State- ing Inflation 
ment HEG 80-124 Tips For The Beginning Small Investor 
G 90-959 Household Waste Management HEG 80-125 Investment Options For The Small loves-
HEG 76-29 Important Family Papers tor 
HEG 79-100 A Home Filing System HEG 81-139 Budgeting: The Basics And Beyond 
HEG 83-174 On the Light Side-Incandescent and Fluo- HEG 81-140 Saving Money On Income Taxes 
rescent HEG 83-177 Budgeting Systems When There Are Two 
HEG 83-175 On the Light Side-Structural and Portable Earners in the Household 
Lighting HEG 83-182 Why I Buy What I Buy 
HEG 83-178 Essentials of a Home Business Center HEG 83-183 Negotiating With Creditors 
HEG 84-189 Home Foot-Maintaining the House Struc- HEG 84-195 Credit-How to Establish, Protect, and 
tore Use It 
HEG 84-190 Rent a Home? HEG 85-202 Cash Flow Planning Form - For House-
HEG 86-209 Farm and Ranch Family Living Expenses hold Living Expenses 
- Taking Control HEG 86-208 Life Insurance Insights 
HEG 87-211 For Sale By Owner: The Right Choice For HEG 87-215 Investment Basics ... For The Beginner 
You? HEG 87-216 Investment Alternatives .... For the Begin-
LH 80-05 Maximize Your Minutes (FOR SAlE ONLY: ner 
$2.50) HEG 87-217 Financial Planning 
RP272 Family Keepsakes: Principles for Conser- HEG 87-218 Choosing a Financial Planner 
vation and Storage ($.15) 
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LH 80-07 
LH 80-08 
LH 83-12 
LH 84-13 
EC 68-1118 
EC 68-1124 
EC 84-406 
EC 84-409 
EC 84-410 
G 89-922 
HEG 76-35 
HEG 76-36 
HEG 76-37 
HEG 76-39 
HEG 76-40 
HEG 76-42 
HEG 76-43 
HEG 76-44 
HEG 76-45 
HEG 77-70 
HEG 77-71 
HEG 80-111 
HEG 80-114 
HEG 80-115 
HEG 88-232 
EC 80-1536 
EC 84-1510 
EC 86-1538 
EC 86-1539 
EC 86-1540 
EC 86-1541 
EC 86-1542 
EC 86-1543 
EC 86-1544 
EC 86-1545 
EC 86-1546 
EC 86-1547 
Your Child, Money and You (FOR SALE 
ONLY: $3.75) 
Your Budget: Making It Work For You 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $2.50) 
Budgeting: The Basics and Beyond (FOR 
SALE ONLY: $4.50) 
Life With Leases and Landlords: Renting 
Your Home (FOR SALE ONLY: $4.50) 
Textiles 
Handmade Rugs: Toothbrush Handle Type 
($.10) 
Plan Your Slip Covers ($.10) 
Take Cover: A Guide to Selecting Furni-
ture Fabrics ($.15) 
Energy-efficient Window Treatment--Cost 
Benefit Analysis ($.15) 
How to Make Slipcovers ($.10) 
Stain Removal For Washable Fabrics 
Durable Press Fabrics and Garments 
Sewing With Plaids 
Knits: Part I 
Pile Fabrics 
Sheer Fabrics 
Wool and Wool Blends 
Lingerie And Sleepwear 
Swimwear 
Interfacing 
Flame Resistant Fabrics: Past, Present, 
Future 
Man-Made Furs 
How To Make Insulated Roman Shades 
How To Make Draperies 
Draperies Machine Made With Pleater Tape 
Carpet Selection: Construction and Tex-
ture 
INSECTS 
Insects 
A Guide to Integrated Pest Management at 
Feedlots and Dairies ($.25) 
Insect Control Guide for Beef Cattle in 
Nebraska ($.05) 
Principle Stored Grain Insects ($.10) 
Common Household Pests ($.10) 
Common Tree and Shrub Pests ($.10) 
Corn Insects-Above Ground ($.10) 
Corn Insects-Below Ground ($.10) 
Common Soybean Insects ($.10) 
Common Small Grain Insects ($.10) 
Common Forage Legume Insects ($.10) 
Common Vegetable Insects ($.10) 
Common Fruit Insects ($.10) 
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EC 86-1548 
EC 86-1549 
EC 88-1534 
EC 89-1550 
EC 89-1551 
EC 89-1552 
EC 89-1553 
EC 90-1537 
EC 90-1509 
EC 91-1511 
G 73-11 
G 73-12 
G 73-17 
G 73-30 
G 73-4 
G 73-46 
G 73-48 
G 73-61 
G 73-62 
G 74-154 
G 74-93 
G 75-217 
G 75-231 
G 75-236 
G 75-237 
G 75-50 
G 76-298 
G 76-320 
G 76-322 
G 77-355 
G 78-409 
G 78-412 
G 79-452 
G 79-454 
G 80-486 
G 80-501 
G 80-521 
G 80-523 
G 82-597 
G 82-613 
G 82-615 
G83-635 
G 83-638 
G 83-649 
Common Insect Pests of Trees in the Great 
Plains (FOR SALE ONLY: $3.00) 
Stinging and Biting Pests ($.10) 
Pest Management of Farm-Stored Grains 
($.05) 
Nebraska Management Guide For Control 
of Arthropod Pests of Livestock and Horses 
($.25) 
Nebraska Management Guide for Control 
of Arthropod Pests of Poultry and Pets 
($.20) 
Insecticide Recommendations for Garden 
Vegetables ($.25) 
Insect Management Guide for Garden 
Vegetables ($.50) 
Field Crop Insect Management Guide for 
Nebraska Specialty Crops ($.40) 
Field Crop Insect Control Guide for 
Nebraska Corn and Sorghum ($.10) 
Field Crop Insect Management Guide for 
Nebraska- Alfalfa, Soybeans, Small Grains, 
Range and Pasture ($.15) 
Apple Maggot Control in Home Orchards 
Iris Borer ... How to Control It 
Controlling Scale Insects 
The Alfalfa Weevil 
Control of Bagworms 
Hessian Fly On Wheat 
Mexican Bean Beetle Control 
Pale Striped Flea Beetle In Sugar beets and 
Beans 
Webworm Control In Sugarbeets 
Mosquitoes 
Dry Bean, Sugarbeet Insect Control 
European Corn Borer 
Sod Webworm 
Bluegrass Billbugs 
Boxelder Bugs 
Spider Mites in Corn 
Clover Mites In Homes 
Feedlot Sanitation For Fly Control 
How to Handle Insect and Plant Specimens 
for Identification 
Fly Control In Nebraska Feedlots 
Cattle Grub Control In Nebraska 
Guide For Controlling Insects on Pets 
Potato Insects And Their Control 
Aphids And Leafroll Virus In Potato Pro-
duction 
Crickets 
Corn Cutworms 
Stalk Borer In Crops and Vegetables 
Insect Control Without Synthetic Insecti-
cides For Home Grounds 
Evaluating Corn Rootworm Soil Insecti-
cide Performance 
Ear Attacking Insects of Corn 
Controlling Armyworms in Nebraska 
Corn Rootworm Soil Insecticide Treatment 
Decisions Based on Beetle Numbers 
Strawberry Pests 
Ants 
G 83-658 
G 84-717 
G 86-786 
G 86-789 
G 86-790 
G 86-791 
G 86-792 
G 86-806 
G 86-808 
G 87-838 
G 87-839 
G 87-841 
G 87-843 
G 88-891 
G 89-904 
G 89-936 
G 89-950 
G 89-954 
G 90-958 
G 90-974 
G 91-1023 
MP40 
RB298 
RP327 
EC 90-2500 
EC 90-2501 
G 76-283 
G 79-472 
G 79-473 
G79-479 
G83-674 
G 84-715 
G 84-736 
G 85-758 
G 86-774 
G 89-937 
G 90-1001 
G 90-1007 
RB311 
SB 544 
Cockroaches and Their Control 
Fleas and Their Management 
Dry Bean Insects in Nebraska 
Human Lice and Their Control 
Fumigating Farm-Stored Grain with Alu-
minum Phosphide 
A Guide to Grasshopper Control 
Spiders 
Chinch Bug Management 
Kitchen and Pantry Insect Pests 
Sorghum Greenbug Control 
Corn Rootworm Control 
Grass Bugs in Nebraska 
Removing Honeybees from a Building 
Stinging Wasps and Bees 
Corn Insects - Quick Reference 
Russian Wheat Aphid 
Horse Insect Control Guide 
A Guide for the Control of Poultry Insects 
House Fly Control Guide 
The Bean Leaf Beetle in Soybeans 
Insects Attacking Seeds and Seedlings of 
Field Crops 
The Economics And Control Of Insects 
Affecting Beef Cattle in Nebraska (North-
ern Great Plains) ($.50) 
A Technique for Physiologically Age-Grad-
ing Female Stable Flies, Stomyxys calcitrans 
(L) ($1.50) 
European Corn Borer Development and 
Management (FOR SALE ONLY: $3.00) 
Pesticides 
Restricted Use Pesticides ($.15) 
Pesticide Safety Telephone Hotlines ($.20) 
Rootworm Insecticide Rate Conversions 
Disposal of Pesticide Containers 
Disposal of Excess Pesticides and Related 
Waste 
Pesticide Laws and Regulations 
Hazardous Waste Management Require-
ments For Pesticide Applicators 
Signs and Symptoms of Pesticide Poisoning 
Urban Storage and Disposal of Pesticides 
and Containers 
Protective Clothing and Equipment for 
Pesticide Applicators 
Western Corn Rootworm Soil Insecticide 
Treatment Decisions Based on Beetle 
Numbers 
The Pesticide Label 
Spray Drift of Pesticides 
Pesticide Management and Safety on Home 
Grounds 
Pesticide Use on Crops in Nebraska 1987 
($1.00) 
Survey Of Pesticide Use In Irrigated 
Regions Of The Nebraska Panhandle ($.40) 
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EC 79-1206 
EC 81-1867 
G 74-118 
G 74-182 
G 74-183 
G 74-186 
G 74-188 
G 74-189 
G 74-190 
G 76-288 
G 77-353 
G 79-428 
G 80-499 
G 84-721 
G 84-739 
G 87-828 
G 87-837 
G 87-852 
G 88-867 
G 88-869 
G 88-885 
G 90-979 
G 90-980 
G 91-1015 
RB308 
SB428 
EC 78-1233 
EC 81-1864 
EC 90-1762 
G 76-292 
G 77-365 
G 82-618 
G 85-752 
G 89-897 
G 90-1005 
EC 71-1220 
EC 72-1223 
EC 72-1227 
EC 72-1228 
LAWN AND 
GARDEN 
Flower Gardening 
Roses ($.20) 
Quick Guide to the Chemical Control of 
Diseases of Annual and Perennial Flowers 
($.05) 
Black Spot of Roses 
Caring for African Violets 
The Poinsettia 
Cannas 
Amaryllis Culture 
Growing Dahlias 
Geranium Culture 
Iris Diseases 
Garden Chrysanthemums 
Spring Flowering Bulbs 
Petunias 
Growing Annual Flowers 
Annual Flowers for Nebraska 
Growing Perennials 
Guide to Selecting House Plants 
Culture of Glads 
Forcing Spring Flowering Bulbs 
Day lilies 
A Guide to Plant Societies 
Powdery Mildew of Roses 
Rose Mosaic and Rose Rosette Diseases 
Perennials 
Annual Statice in Nebraska ($.50) 
Chrysanthemum Improvement ($.15) 
Fruits 
Pruning Fruit Trees ($.10) 
Quick Guide to the Chemical Control of 
Disease of Tree and Small Fruits ($.05) 
Nut Tree Cultivars For Nebraska ($.20) 
Home Fruit Spray Schedules 
Raspberries For The Home Garden 
Grapes-Cultivars, Training and Pruning 
Strawberry Cultivars for Nebraska 
Strawberries 
Fruit Tree Cultivars for Nebraska 
Home Gardens 
Growing Garden Peas-For the Table, For 
Freezing, For Canning ($.05) 
Growing Snap Beans in The Home Garden 
($.05) 
Growing Squash and Pumpkin for Food 
and Ornamentation ($.05) 
Gourds-Their Culture, Preparation and 
Use ($.05) 
EC 81-1865 Quick Guide to the Chemical Control of Ornamentals/Landscaping 
Diseases of Home Garden Vegetables ($.05) 
EC 89-1242 Selected Vegetable Varieties for Nebraska EC 78-1737 Broad leaf Trees for Nebraska ($1.25) ($.15) EC 79-1205 Landscaping Your Home ($.10) 
EC 81-1240 Vegetable Gardening in Nebraska ($.25) EC 81-1866 Quick Guide to the Chemical Control of 
G 73-71 Lettuce Diseases of Evergreen and Shade Trees 
G73-73 Sweet Potatoes ($.05) 
G 73-75 Lima Beans and Okra EC 81-1868 Quick Guide to the Chemical Control of 
G 74-84 Spinach and Swiss Chard Diseases of Groundcovers, Shrubs, and Vines 
G 74-97 Growing Onions From Sets Or Slips ($.05) 
G 76-271 When to Harvest Fruits and Vegetables EC 81-1869 Guide to the Identification of Physiological 
G 80-496 Tomatoes In The Home Garden Disorders of Landscaping Plants ($.15) 
G 80-503 Vegetable Garden Seed Storage and Ger- EC 81-1870 Guide to the Identification of Diseases of 
mination Requirements Shrubs ($.15) 
G 81-540 Peppers G 73-25 Pruning Ornamental Plants 
G 81-548 Organic Gardening In The Backyard G 74-135 Basic Landscaping 
G 82-603 Eggplant G 74-187 Care of Cactus in the Home 
G 84-689 Potato Fertilization G 77-337 Propagating House Plants 
G 86-781 Container Gardening in Nebraska G 77-344 Annual Flowers for Specific Uses in Ne-
G 86-810 Garden Compost braska 
G 87-836 Coldframes and Hotbeds G 84-697 Ground Covers--Their Establishment and 
G 88-886 Growing Sprouts Maintenance 
G 89-902 Intensive Gardening Techniques G 84-698 Selecting a Ground Cover 
G 90-1004 Growing Radishes and Table Beets G 86-823 Rock Retaining Wall Construction 
G 90-945 A Gardener's Guide for Soil and Nutrient G 87-833 Culture of Iris 
Management in Growing Vegetables G 87-856 Hedges 
G 90-993 Basic Cultural Practices for Commercial G 87-858 Juniper Blight Diseases 
Production of Green (Snap) Beans G 88-868 Forcing Flowering Branches SB 528 Growing Muskmelon and Watermelon ($.15) G 88-873 Growing Shrubs From Seed 
G 91-1014 Ornamental Shrubs For Nebraska 
Lawns G 91-1022 Guide to Growing House Plants 
MP35 Wildflowers for Nebraska Landscape (FOR 
EC 81-1235 Turfgrass Disease Damage Prevention and SALE ONLY: $2 .00) 
Control (FOR SALE ONLY: $3.00) SB546 An Evaluation Of Native And Exotic Grass 
EC 81-1238 Turfgrass Insect Damage Prevention and Species For Ornamental Use In Nebraska 
Control (FOR SALE ONLY: $3.00) ($.25) 
EC 83-1241 Turfgrass Weed Identification and Con-
trol (FOR SALE ONLY: $3.00) 
EC 86-1862 Nebraska Commercial Turfgrass Disease 
Control Guide ($.40) 
EC 90-1872 A Guide to Turf Disease in Nebraska ($.50) 
G74-107 Lawn Disease Control Guide LIVESTOCK G 80-462 Football And Intramural Field Care And 
Maintenance 
G 80-517 Kentucky Bluegrass Lawn Calendar Beef G 81-558 Tall Fescue Lawn Calendar 
G 81-564 Buffalograss: Energy Efficient Turf For 
CC318 Nebraska Integrated Reproductive Man-Lawns 
agement Project: An Update and Results G 81-584 Stem Rust of Kentucky Bluegrass 
G 84-688 Brown Patch Disease of Turfgrass ($.05) 
EC 73-1907 Internal Parasites of Cattle ($.10) G 85-742 Dollar Spot 
EC 85-258 1984 Nutrient Requirements of Beef Cattle G 85-751 Thatch Prevention and Control 
G 85-767 Warm Season Turfgrasses for Nebraska ($.10) 
EC 90-263 Nebraska Calving Book ($.50) G 86-824 Snow Mold Diseases of Turf grass 
G73-14 Grain Processing for Feedlot Cattle G 88-877 Zoysiagrass Lawn Calendar 
G 73-15 Handling Feed Moisture in Relation to G 88-890 Pythium Blight of Turfgrass 
Ration Formulation and Inventory Con-G 89-925 Leaf Spot and Melting Out Diseases of 
trol Turf grass 
G 73-32 Grass Tetany G 89-951 Mushrooms, Puffballs, Fairy Rings, and 
G 73-65 Locating A New Feedlot Slime Molds in Turfgrass 
G 73-66 Mound Design For Feedlots G 90-970 Summer Patch and Necrotic Ring Spot 
G 74-100 Feeding High Moisture Corn 
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G 74-136 
G 74-149 
G 74-166 
G74-170 
G 74-171 
G75-157 
G 75-230 
G 75-232 
G 75-244 
G 75-269 
G 76-307 
G 76-308 
G 76-321 
G 76-323 
G 76-324 
G 76-325 
G 77-326 
G 77-327 
G 77-336 
G 77-350 
G 77-363 
G 77-372 
G 77-377 
G 78-389 
G 78-395 
G 78-396 
G 78-417 
G 78-425 
G 79-463 
G 79-465 
G 79-467 
G 79-476 
G 79-477 
G 80-484 
G 80-489 
G 80-493 
G 80-495 
G 80-497 
G 80-520 
G80-536 
G 80-537 
G 81-539 
G 81-574 
G 82-620 
G 83-655 
Sorghum Processing 
Bloat Prevention And Treatment 
Creep Feeding Beef Calves 
Nitrates in Livestock Feeding 
Using Sudangrass and Sorghum Sudan-
grass Hybrids 
Foot Rot 
Cattle Scabies 
Cow-Calf Herd Health Program 
Health Program for Beef or Dairy Re-
placement Heifers 
Calf Scours: Causes, Prevention and Treat-
ment 
Bull Selection 
Principles of Beef Cattle Selection 
Use Of Energy Values In Ration Formula-
tion 
Feed Value of Old Corn 
Limiting Feed Intake With Salt 
Sweet Clover Poisoning 
Clostridial Diseases of Cattle 
Acute Bovine Pulmonary Emphysema 
Coccidiosis of Cattle 
Mineral Nutrition Of Range Beef Cattle 
Vitamin Requirements Of Beef Cattle 
Water Requirements for Beef Cattle 
Utilizing Low And High Levels Of Antibi-
otics For Growing And Finishing Cattle 
Nutrient Requirements of Breeding Beef 
Cattle 
Feeding Corn and Sorghum Silages to Beef 
Cattle 
Making Quality Corn and Sorghum Silage 
Leptospirosis Of Domestic Animals 
1991 Beef Report Summaries 
Spaying Heifers 
Urinary Calculi (Water Belly) In Cattle 
And Sheep 
Livestock Water Quality 
Composition of Feeds in Relation to Cattle 
Nutrition 
Beef Herd Management Calendar 
Bovine Trichomoniasis 
Feeding The Beef Cow Herd - Part I 
Factors Affecting The Cow Nutrition Pro-
gram 
Developing Replacement Beef Heifers 
(Weaning-Breeding) 
Managing Two-Year-Old Beef Heifers 
(Calving-Rebreeding) 
Feeding The Beef Cow Herd - Part II 
Managing The Feeding Program 
Wintering And Backgrounding Of Calves 
Reproductive Tract Anatomy And Physi-
ology Of The Bull 
Reproductive Tract Anatomy And Physi-
ology Of The Cow 
Assisting The Beef Cow At Calving Time 
Reproductive Diseases In Cattle 
Pinkeye 
Management of Early Weaned Calves 
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G 84-661 
G 83-666 
G 83-677 
G 84-685 
G84-693 
G 84-694 
G 84-696 
G 84-716 
G 85-741 
G 85-756 
G 85-759 
G 85-761 
G 85-766 
G 87-850 
G 87-851 
G 88-878 
G 88-895 
G 89-915 
G 89-920 
G 90-972 
G 90-978 
G 90-987 
MP51 
MP56 
RP357 
EC 83-256 
EC 86-261 
EC 87-262 
EC 87-726 
EC 88-220 
G 73-64 
G 75-215 
G 77-341 
G 77-360 
G 77-368 
G 77-373 
G 79-457 
G 79-459 
G 80-506 
G 80-515 
The Influence of Grain Grades and Off-
Quality Grain on Its Feeding Value to Cattle 
Breeding Soundness Examination of Beef 
Bulls 
Growth Promoting Implants 
Feeding Value of Alfalfa Hay and Alfalfa 
Silage 
Protein Levels for Growing and Finishing 
Cattle 
New Protein Values for Ingredients Used 
in Growing Cattle Rations 
Small Grains For Silage or Hay 
Management of the Weanling Calf 
Estrous Synchronization for Beef Cattle 
How to Calculate PD$ Values for Your 
Own Milk Market 
Prominent Congenital Defects in Nebraska 
Beef 
Feed Additives for Beef Cattle 
Retaining Ownership of Calves or Year-
lings 
Understanding Mold Toxins 
Improving Reproductive Performance and 
Productivity of Beef Herds 
Management for Disease Prevention in 
Feedlots 
Pelvic Measurements for Reducing Calv-
ing Difficulty 
Testing Livestock Feeds 
Bovine Viral Diarrhea -Mucosal Disease 
Reducing Calf Losses with Top Manage-
ment 
Byproduct Feedstuffs for Beef and Dairy 
Cattle 
Colostrum Quality and Absorption in Baby 
Calves 
Distillers Grains ($.40) 
1991 Beef Cattle Report ($1.00) 
Quality and Yield Grades for Beef Car-
casses ($.10) 
Dairy 
Cattlelog of Dairy Rations (FOR SALE ONLY: 
$3.00) 
Goals for Profitable Dairying ($.25) 
Profitable Midwest Dairy Practices ($.10) 
Mastitis Control Guidelines ($2.00) 
1987-1988 Dairy Report ($.70) 
Feed Value of Hail Damaged Corn 
Simple Way to Figure Grain Ration Pro-
tein 
High Moisture Corn in Dairy Rations 
Balancing Corn Silage Dairy Rations 
Milk Replacers for Dairy Calves 
Feeding the Dry, Pregnant Cow 
Heat Detection 
A Guide For Feeding The High Producer 
Mastitis Control 
Minimizing Dairy Herd Reproductive 
Failure Through Programmed Veterinary 
Service 
G 81-556 
G 81-557 
G 81-568 
G 81-571 
G 81-572 
G 81-582 
G 82-635 
G 83-639 
G 83-645 
G 83-650 
G83-654 
G 83-662 
G 83-668 
G 83-676 
G83-678 
G83-680 
G 84-695 
G 85-754 
G 85-764 
G 85-765 
G 86-776 
G 86-778 
G 86-783 
G 86-784 
G 86-785 
G 86-787 
G 86-788 
G 86-798 
G 86-799 
G 86-816 
G 86-817 
G 86-818 
G 86-819 
G 86-820 
G 86-822 
G 87-860 
G 87-861 
G 85-755 
Using The California Mastitis Test (CMT) 
To Detect Subclinical Mastitis 
Feeding Liquid Whey To Lactating Dairy 
Cows 
How Fine Should Corn And Sorghum Be 
Chopped For Ensiling? 
Controlling Iodine In Dairy Rations 
Iodine-Recognizing DefiCiencies And A void-
ing Excesses In Dairy Rations 
Buffers For Dairy Rations 
Feeding to Prevent Milk Fever 
Feeding the Dairy Herd to Maintain Nor-
mal Milk Fat Tests 
Starter Rations For Dairy Calves 
Grower Rations For Dairy Replacements 
Teat Dips-Selection and Use 
How to Prevent Adulteration of Milk by 
Added Water 
Bacteria in Milk, Sources, Growth and 
Regulation 
Management of Antibiotics When Treat-
ing For Mastitis 
Producing Milk With a Low Bacteria Count 
Labelling Antibiotic Treated Cows 
Factors Affecting Milk Protein and Re-
lated Recommendations for Dairymen 
How To Use Dairy Sires Evaluated on the 
1982 Genetic Base 
How to Use Repeatability in Your Sire 
Selection Program 
Profit Potential of "3X Daily" Milking 
How Are Milk Components Related? 
Do You Practice Good Milking Procedures? 
Complete Rations- Should You Feed Them? 
Complete Rations- Formulating and Feed-
ing 
Complete Rations-Hand Calculator 
Method of Formulation 
How to Adjust Holstein Lactation Records 
for Days Carried Calf 
Should You Use Computer Feeders for 
Your Dairy Herd? 
Guidelines for Using Computerized Feed-
ers for Dairy Herds 
Health Management and Recommended 
Vaccinations for Dairy Replacements 
Feeding the Dairy Calf I. Colostrum 
Feeding the Dairy Calf II. Liquid Diets 
How to Use the Milk Progesterone Tests 
At What Weight Should Holstein Heifers 
Freshen? 
How to Maximize Income By Managing 
Days Dry 
How to Estimate a Dairy Herd's Repro-
ductive Losses 
How to Interpret the DHIA-230 Somatic 
Cell Count Report 
Using NAAB Calving Difficulty Reports to 
Reduce Calf Losses 
How to Set Goals For Your Breeding Pro-
gram 
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G 88-893 
G 89-898 
G 89-903 
G 89-921 
G 89-939 
G 89-942 
G 89-952 
G 90-1003 
G 90-961 
G 90-977 
G 90-998 
RP375 
G 74-94 
G 83-679 
EC 68-1423 
EC 73-1418 
EC 89-259 
G 73-34 
G 77-386 
G 78-391 
G 79-466 
G 80-524 
G 81-538 
G 81-541 
G 81-542 
G 81-545 
G 81-585 
G 84-711 
G 84-712 
G 84-713 
G 84-718 
G 84-722 
G 88-879 
G 90-984 
RP 103 
RP 115 
Using Production Data to Cull Your Dairy 
Herd 
How to Interpret the New Animal Model 
for Dairy Sire Evaluation 
How to Enter Data into the New DHI Feed 
Program 
Enzootic Bovine Leukosis 
How Much Does Dairy Sire Semen Really 
Cost? 
Can You Afford to Use Bovine Somatro-
phin (Bovine Growth Hormone)? 
Estrus (Heat) Detection Guidelines 
Maximizing Feed Intake for Maximum Milk 
Production 
Supplemental Fat For High Producing Dairy 
Cows 
Johne's Disease (Paratuberculosis) 
How to Interpret and Use the Pro-Staph TM 
Test 
Goats 
Angora Goats in the Midwest ($.20) 
Horses 
Horse Bots Control 
Equine Vaccination Program 
Poultry 
Turkey Management Guide ($.25) 
Feeding Replacement Pullets and Laying 
Hens ($.10) 
1989 Nebraska Poultry Report ($1.00) 
Hatching Duck and Goose Eggs 
Wheat in Poultry Rations 
Controlling Poultry Insects 
Egg Cleaning Procedures For The House-
hold Flock 
Incubation Fo.r The Home Flock 
·Brooding And Rearing The Home Meat 
Flock 
The Home Laying Flock, Part 1: Getting 
Started 
The Home Laying Flock, Part II: Manage-
ment 
Raising Pullets For The Home Flock 
Fowl Cholera 
Managing the Home Goose Breeder Flock 
The Home Duck Flock 
Brooding and Rearing the Home Goose 
Flock 
Cannibalism Cause and Prevention in 
Poultry 
Weeder Geese 
Peafowl 
Common Health Problems of the Back-
yard Poultry Flock 
Respiratory Diseases of Poultry ($.15) 
Market Turkey Management-Brooding 
($.20) 
EC 81-1905 
G 79-432 
G 79-433 
G 79-434 
G79-453 
G 83-675 
G 86-794 
G 86-814 
G 86-815 
G 87-849 
G 87-854 
G 88-864 
G 89-933 
RP235 
RP367 
RP 379 
EC 82-1902 
EC 88-210 
EC 88-217 
EC 89-1908 
EC 89-212 
EC 91-219 
G 74-117 
G 74-125 
G 74-128 
G 74-140 
G 74-91 
G 75-213 
G 75-241 
G 75-242 
G 75-246 
G 77-364 
G 78-415 
G 80-532 
G82-589 
G 82-616 
G 85-747 
G 85-748 
G 86-780 
G 86-821 
G 87-848 
G 88-880 
G 88-892 
G 89-926 
Sheep 
Prevent Worms ... To Increase Sheep 
Profits ($.10) 
Creep Feeding Lambs 
Rearing Lambs on Milk Replacers 
Feeding Guides for the Ewes 
Sheep Space Allotments 
Yield Grades and Quality Grades for Lamb 
Carcasses 
Enterotoxemia in Lambs 
Using Ram Lambs for Breeding 
Reproductive Problems in Rams 
Vaccinations in Sheep Flocks 
Sheep Breeds-Their Classification and 
Usefulness 
Handling Internal Worm Parasitism in 
Sheep 
Supplemental Pastures for Sheep 
Feeding Ewes ($.35) 
Strategies for Feeding the Ewe Flock ($.30) 
Sheep Diseases ($.15) 
Swine 
Controlling Internal Parasites in Swine ($.20) 
University of Nebraska Swine Diet Sugges-
tions ($.10) 
Crossbreeding Systems for Commercial 
Pork Production ($.20) 
Swine Reproductive Problems Noninfec-
tious Causes ($.20) 
Swine Reproductive Management ($.25) 
1991 Nebraska Swine Report ($.45) 
Alfalfa In Swine Diets 
Oats in Swine Diets 
Crystalline Lysine In Swine Diets 
Toilet Training Pigs On Partly Slotted Floors 
Supplemental Protein For Swine 
Corn Silage in Swine Diets 
Slotted Floors for Swine 
Space Requirements for Swine 
Tail Biting in Swine (Anti-Comfort Syn-
drome) 
Mycoplasmal Pneumonia and Other Myco-
plasmal Diseases of Swine 
Atrophic Rhinitis 
Care Of The Sow At Farrowing 
Purchasing And Starting Feeder Pigs 
Getting Hogs to Market Safely 
Enteric Disease (Scours) of Swine 
Swine Dysentery 
Guidelines for Choosing Replacement 
Females 
Weaned Pig Management and Nutrition 
Control and Eradication of Pseudorabies 
in Swine 
Boar Selection Guidelines for Commercial 
Pork Producers 
Mixing Quality Swine Feed 
Swine Reproductive Problems: Infectious 
Causes 
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G 90-994 
RP262 
EC 89-264 
G 88-883 
cc 319 
EC 71-847 
EC 71-848 
EC 71-849 
EC 71-850 
EC 71-852 
EC 71-853 
EC 71-854 
EC 84-879 
EC 86-1244 
EC 87-880 
EC 90-872 
EC 90-883 
G 74-99 
G 75-208 
G 75-249 
G 76-275 
G 76-276 
G 76-277 
G 76-311 
G 77-332 
G 78-394 
G 79-456 
G 80-485 
G 80-507 
G 81-577 
G 83-682 
G 84-707 
G 84-727 
Full-Fat Soybeans for Swine 
Heterosis and Breed Effects in Swine ($.75) 
Animal Disease 
Artificial Insemination of Swine ($.20) 
Management of Disease to Produce Antibi-
otidResidue-Free Animal Food Products 
MARKETING, 
MANAGEMENT, 
ECONOMICS 
Farm Economics 
Farm and Ranch Financial Conditions: A 
1985 Perspective ($.25) 
Your Balance Sheet ($.10) 
Your Income Statement ($.15) 
Cash Flow Planning With The Aid Of Your 
Income Tax Return ($.15) 
Cash Flow Planning With The Aid Of Your 
Record Book And Budgeting ($.15) 
Cash Flow Planning Form ($.1 0) 
Balance Sheet Form ($.05) 
Income Statement Form ($.05) 
The Future of Farm Price and Income-
Support Programs ($.10) 
Vegetable Production in Nebraska ($.50) 
Improving the Climate for Business 
Expansion and Retention ($.45) 
1990 Estimated Crop and Livestock Pro-
duction Costs (FOR SALE ONLY: $4.00) 
Crop and Livestock Prices for Nebraska 
Producers ($.60) 
Estimating Corn And Sorghum Silage Value 
Cost Estimation-Field Operations 
1988 Nebraska Farm Custom Rates-Part 
n 
Depreciation Schedules for Machinery 
How to Figure Depreciation 
Figuring Investment Credit 
Incentive Pay for Farm-Ranch Workers 
Farm Real Estate Market 
Parity Prices 
Comparing The Dollar Value Of Feeds For 
Rations 
Social Security and Income Tax Withhold-
ings on Farm Wages Paid 
How Much to Charge for Custom Combin-
ing 
An Economic Comparison Of Conserva-
tion Tillage Systems 
Joint Machinery Ownership 
How Citizens Can Influence Agricultural 
Policymaking 
Financing State and Local Government in 
Nebraska: An Overview 
G 84-728 Financing Public Education in Nebraska G 82-631 Internal Theft-The Silent Crime 
G 84-729 Financing Roads, Streets and Highways in G 84-724 Delivering on a Hog Futures Contract 
Nebraska G 85-745 Cash Leases for Farm Land 
G 84-730 Financing Social Services in Nebraska G 85-746 Common Type Leases in Nebraska 
G 84-731 Financing Public Institutions in Nebraska G 85-757 A Summary of Nebraska Law on State 
G 84-732 Property Taxes in Nebraska Inheritance and Estate Taxes 
G 84-733 General Sales and Use Taxes in Nebraska G 86-795 Antibiotic Use in Animals 
G 84-734 State Income Taxes in Nebraska G 86-797 Causes ofVaccination-Immunization Fail-
G 84-735 State and Local Government Budgets in ures in Livestock 
Nebraska G 87-832 Common Cropshare Leasing Arrangements 
G 86-779 Financing General Government Expendi- in Nebraska- 1986 
tures in Nebraska G 89-896 Management Strategy to Minimize and 
G 87-840 Miscellaneous Revenues in Nebraska Reduce Soil Compaction 
G 87-844 Dimensions of Economic Development- A G 89-919 Quality Laboratory Sampling Necessary 
Framework for Rural Economic Develop- for Accurate Disease Diagnosis 
ment G 90-1002 Child Labor Laws For Agriculture 
RB266 Growth Potential of Sandhills Ranches G 90-999 Nutritional Management of the High-Pro-
Through Irrigation ($.60) ducing Dairy Cow in the 1990s 
RB295 Growth and Survival of Nebraska Pan- G 91-1009 Getting Started in Ecofarming: Growing 
handle Wheat Farms Under Selected Fi- the Winter Wheat Crop 
nancial Conditions ($.50) G 91-1010 Managing Corn and Sorghum Residues 
RP217 Understanding and Using Basis for Live- During the Ecofarming Fallow Period 
stock ($.15) RB302 Price, Yield and Net Income Variability 
RP41 Dairy Cow Leasing And Sharing Agree- for Selected Field Crops and Counties in 
ments ($.25) Nebraska ($.50) 
SB 540 A Summary Of Nebraska's Feeder Pig RB306 Weather Risk and Size Economies of Large 
Farrowing Firms ($.20) Machinery in Wheat Production ($.50) 
RP 105 Crop Share Or Crop Share-Cash Rental 
Farm Management Arrangements For Your Farm ($.25) 
RP 106 Irrigation Crop-Share Or Crop-Share-Cash 
cc 178 Crop Varieties Suggested For Nebraska, Farm Lease ($.10) 
1990-91 ($.05) RP 107 Livestock-Share Rental Arrangements For 
EC 89-119 Hail Damage Assessment and Replant De- Your Farm ($.30) 
cisions ($.25) RP 108 Livestock Share Farm Lease ($.10) 
FM 75-2 Five-Year Continuous Depreciation Sched- RP 109 Pasture Lease ($.10) 
ule and Farm & Ranch Inventory Record RP 11 The Farm Corporation: What It Is, How It 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $1.50) Works, How It Is Taxed ($.25) 
FM 88-S1 Nebraska Farm and Ranch Business Rec- RP 148 Irrigation Crop-Share and Cash Rental 
ord, Extra Pages of Income and Expense Arrangements For Your Farm ($.40) 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $1.00) RP 149 Pasture Rental Arrangements For Your 
FM 88-4 Nebraska Farm and Ranch Business Rec- Farm ($.35) 
ord Book (FOR SALE ONLY: $2 .25) RP 214 Rental Agreements For Farm Machinery, 
G 74-141 Harvesting Hay Crops For Silage Equipment and Buildings ($.20) 
G 74-142 Preserving Hay-Crop Silage RP 215 Farm Machinery, Building or Equipment 
G 74-178 Oven Moisture Test For Grain, Hay, Si- Lease ($.10) 
I age RP 329 Farm Personnel Management (FOR SALE 
G 75-205 Estimating Hay in Stacks ONLY: $2.00) 
G 75-207 1990 Nebraska Farm Custom Rates-Part RP43 Tax Planning When Buying or Selling A 
I Farm ($.25) 
G 75-265 How Professional Farm Managers Serve RP50 Farm Business Arrangements: Which One 
G 76-312 What Are Good Labor Relations For You (FOR SALE ONLY: $2.00) 
G 77-331 Obtaining Feed Samples for Analyses RP76 Cash Farm Lease (With Flexible Provi-
G 77-381 Suggestions For Making Family Farm And sions) ($.05) 
Ranch Operating Agreements Work 
Land Use G 78-424 Adding Water to Grain or Silage 
G 79-450 Low Level Color Infrared Photography 
For Monitoring Cropping Problems EC 88-2305 Six Steps to Mushroom Farming ($.10) 
G 79-458 Deciding If You Should Dairy G 75-263 How Nebraska's Land Is Used 
G 80-528 An Agricultural Filing System G 76-274 Land Use Terms and Definitions 
G 80-535 Tillage Systems For Row Crop Production G 77-346 Land Use Decisions 
G 81-576 Using All-Risk Federal Crop Insurance MP30 Nebraska Agriculture: Selected Graphics 
G 82-591 Bushel Rents For Nebraska Cropland ($.50) 
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EC 77-865 
EC 78-869 
EC 81-829 
EC 83-876 
G 77-378 
G 80-534 
G 84-706 
HEG 77-84 
RB310 
RP2 
EC 77-122 
EC 77-127 
EC 77-868 
EC 87-881 
G73-27 
G 73-28 
G 73-42 
G 73-57 
G 77-330 
G 77-339 
G 77-367 
G 77-371 
G 77-374 
G 78-404 
G 78-410 
G 78-416 
G 80-518 
G 82-590 
G 82-621 
G 82-622 
G 83-663 
G 84-708 
G 84-709 
G 84-710 
G 84-726 
G 85-768 
G 85-769 
G 85-770 
G 86-771 
G 86-772 
Law 
Have It Your Way By Making A Will ($.20) 
Guidelines for Articles of Incorporation 
and By-Laws ($.10) 
Nebraska Fence Laws ($.10) 
State and Local Government Finances in 
Nebraska.($.20) 
Odor Controls As Affected By Nuisance 
Laws 
The Fair Labor Standards Act And Work-
ers In Nebraska Agriculture 
Policymaking in Agriculture 
How A Bill Becomes Law In Nebraska 
State Farmland Assessment Status (FOR 
SALE ONLY: $6.00) 
Income Tax Management For Farmers (FOR 
SALE ONLY: $1.90) 
Marketing 
Wheat Grading Factors ($.20) 
Sorghum Kernel Damage ($.20) 
Grain Pricing Alternatives ($.05) 
A Market Survey of Fresh Vegetable Use in 
the Nebraska Panhandle ($.35) · 
Hedging Vs. Cash Contracts 
Sale By Contract: Yes, No? 
Slaughter Cattle Sale Choices 
Hot Weather Livestock Stress 
Estimating Pork Carcass Lean 
Price Spreads for Beef and Pork 
Cost Components Of The Farm-Retail Price 
Spread For Beef 
Nebraska Livestock Market Outlets 
Seasonal Prices for Meat Animals 
Cost Components - Farm-Retail Price 
Spread For Pork 
Seasonal Prices For Nebraska Crops 
The Importance Of The Basis In Trading 
On The Futures Market 
Factors In Marketing Corn 
Feeder Cattle Grades 
Sources of Livestock and Poultry Market 
Information 
Sources of Grain Market Information 
Weights and Measures for Horticultural 
Crops 
Livestock Market Terms, Part I 
Livestock Market Terms, Part U 
Livestock Market Terms, Part III 
Delivering Slaughter Steers on a Live Cattle 
Futures Contract 
Basic Terminology for Understanding Grain 
Options 
Options Contract Specifications On Grain 
Futures Contracts 
An Introduction to Grain Options on Fu-
tures Contracts 
Evaluating Options vs. Futures Contracts 
Using Options to Follow a Rising Market 
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G 86-773 
G 87-857 
RB254 
RB286 
RB294 
RB299 
RB309 
SB543 
SB550 
SB 551 
EC 72-195 
G73-2 
G 75-220 
G 77-357 
G 80-488 
G 83-652 
G 88-874 
G 89-900 
G 89-912 
G 89-931 
EC 85-170 
EC 89-265 
G 88-894 
RB247 
RB283 
RB300 
How to Evaluate Grain Pricing Opportu-
nities 
The Wool Incentive Program 
Beef Cattle-At What Weight Should They 
Be Sold? ($.40) 
A Forecasting-Programming Method for 
Placement-Sales Decisions for a Beef Feed-
lot ($.30) 
The Beef Delivery System: Optimal Plant 
Sizes, Locations and Product Flows ($1.00) 
A Forecasting-Programming Method for 
Swine Production-Marketing Decisions 
($.50) 
Commodity-Specific Effective Exchange 
Rates for U.S. Agriculture ($.50) 
Better Forecasts Can Reduce Risks For 
Placement And Futures Market Decisions 
($.25) 
Analysis of Nebraska Wheat Flows ($.50) 
A Quarterly Econometric Model of the 
Livestock-Feed Subsectors in Nebraska and 
the United States ($.50) 
RANGE AND 
FORAGE 
Alfalfa 
Producing Alfalfa in Nebraska ($.10) 
Fertilizer Management For Alfalfa 
Weed Control in Alfalfa 
Selecting Alfalfa Varieties for Nebraska 
Leaf Spot And Black Stem Diseases Of 
Alfalfa 
Seeding and Renovating Alfalfa 
Management Tips for Round Bale Hay 
Harvesting, Moving, and Storage 
Phytophthora Root Rot of Alfalfa 
Alfalfa Crown and Root Rots and Stand 
Longevity 
Alfalfa Anthracnose 
Grasses 
Nebraska Range and Pasture Grasses (FOR 
SALE ONLY: $3.00) 
Ammonia Treatment of Low Quality For-
ages ($.15) 
Grassland Management with Prescribed 
Burning 
Effect of Fertilization and Management on 
the Production ofBromegrass in Northeast 
Nebraska ($.40) 
Forage Quality Evaluations of Twelve 
Grasses in Relation to Season for Grazing 
($1.25) 
Evaluation of Bromegrass Introductions 
For Forage Yield and Quality ($.35) 
EC 90-120 
G 81-567 
G 81-581 
EC 74-863 
EC 84-109 
EC 84-110 
EC 85-198 
EC 86-113 
EC 89-118 
EC 90-121 
EC 91-123 
G 79-435 
G 80-504 
G 81-543 
G 81-563 
G 84-738 
G 86-775 
cc 190 
cc 273 
EC 73-197 
G 74-111 
G 76-286 
G 78-406 
G 79-447 
G 79-464 
G 82-592 
G 82-596 
G 82-601 
G 86-827 
G 87-829 
G 90-996 
RB284 
Pastures 
Certified Perennial Grass Varieties Rec-
ommended for Nebraska ($.35) 
Perennial Plants For Irrigated Pasture 
Cross Fences For Pastures Under Center 
Pivot Irrigation 
Range Management 
Fertilizing Native Range-Production Costs 
and Returns ($.10) 
Range Judging Handbook for Nebraska 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $2.75) 
Contest Guides for Range Judging ($.25) 
Nebraska Poisonous Range Plants ($.25) 
A Guide for Planning and Analyzing A 
Year-round Forage Program ($.50) 
Nebraska Range and Pasture Forbs and 
Shrubs (FOR SALE ONLY: $5.00) 
Conducting a Prescribed Burn ($.25) 
Drought Management on Range and Pas-
tureland (FOR SALE ONLY: $4.00) 
Inoculation of Forage Legumes 
Proper Livestock Grazing Distribution 
Establishing Dryland Forage Grasses 
Grazing Management Of Irrigated Grass 
Pastures 
Management to Minimize Hay Waste 
Prussic Acid Poisoning 
SOILS 
Fertilizer 
Applying Nitrogen Fertilizer In Irrigation 
Water ($.05) 
Farm Energy Tips: Stretching Fertilizers 
($.05) 
Fertilizer Know How ($.10) 
Use Nitrogen More Effectively 
Home And Garden Fertilizer Use 
Fertilizing Bromegrass Pastures 
Understanding Use of Sulfur Fertilizers 
Composting Municipal Sewage Sludge 
Slurry 
Fertilizing With Sewage Resources 
Use And Management Of Micronutrient 
Fertilizers In Nebraska 
Using Phosphorus Fertilizers Effectively 
Fertilizing Sunflowers 
Fertilizer Nitrogen Best Management Prac-
tices 
Ridge Plant Systems: Fertility 
Sulfur Fertilization of Alfalfa and Corn on 
the Sandy Soils of Nebraska ($1.00) 
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RP207 
SB479 
cc 16 
CC23 
cc 342 
EC 88-116 
G 74-127 
G 74-153 
G 74-165 
G 80-513 
G 82-587 
G 82-595 
G 84-714 
G 84-723 
G 87-830 
G 87-831 
G 89-901 
G 90-964 
G 91-1000 
RB267 
RB 278 
RB307 
SB 534 
EC 84-725 
EC 88-729 
EC 89-723 
EC 89-724 
Low Rates of Fertilizer Nutrients, How Ef-
fective? ($.15) 
Using Fertilizer Nitrogen Effectively On 
Grain Crops ($.25) 
Soils 
Emergency Flood Information: Flooded 
Croplands ($.05) 
Emergency Flood Information: Improve-
ment Of Flood Damaged Cropland ($.05) 
Soil Compaction ••• Fact and Fiction ($.15) 
Universal Soil Loss Equation: A Handbook 
for Nebraska Producers ($.30) 
Understand Your Soil Test-Phosphorus and 
Potassium 
Understand Your Soil Test: pH-Excess Lime-
Lime Needs 
Understand Your Soil Test: Calcium, Mag-
nesium, Boron, Copper, Chlorine, Molyb-
denum 
Protect Soil With Vegetative Residues 
Understanding Potassium for Crop Pro-
duction in Nebraska 
Understanding Nitrogen in Soils 
Estimating Ag Lime Quality 
Maximizing the Use of Farm Strip Plots 
Spring Forecasts of Potential Subsoil Mois-
ture Conditions in Eastern Nebraska Based 
on Preseason Precipitation 
Identification of Soil Compaction and Its 
Limitations to Root Growth 
Understand Your Soil Test: Sulfur 
How Soil Holds Water 
Guidelines for Soil Sampling 
Rates of Water Entry into the Subsoil of 
Several Soil Series in Nebraska ($.50) 
Properties of Soils in the Solid Set Irriga-
tion Area of the Sandhills Agricultural 
Laboratory ($:50) 
Chemical, Physical and Mineralogical 
Properties of Mitchell and Tripp Soils in 
the Nebraska Panhandle ($.50) 
Soil Nutrient Levels For Alfalfa In The 
Central Platte Valley ($.25) 
WATER 
Irrigation 
Pumping Plant Repair Feasibility ($.25) 
Irrigation Pumping Plant Alternatives ($.20) 
Irrigation Scheduling Using Soil Moisture 
Blocks in Silty Soil ($.20) 
Irrigation Scheduling Using Tensiometers 
in Sandy Soil ($.25) 
EC 89-730 
G 73-20 
G73-58 
G 74-129 
G 74-98 
G 77-328 
G 77-340 
G 78-392 
G 78-393 
G 78-421 
G 80-525 
G 82-602 
G82-607 
G 83-659 
G 84-690 
G 85-753 
G 86-826 
G 88-870 
G 88-888 
G 89-932 
G 90-992 
G 91-1017 
G 91-1018 
Anti-pollution Protection When Applying 
Chemicals with Irrigation Systems ($.30) 
Fertilizing Through Center Pivots 
Top Yields With Least Water Programmed 
Soil Moisture Depletion 
Applying Anhydrous Ammonia In Irriga-
tion Water 
Buying A Center Pivot 
Irrigation Water Quality Criteria 
Scheduling Irrigations by Electrical Resis-
tance Blocks 
Selecting and Using Irrigation Propeller 
Meters 
Water Measurement Calculations 
How To Choose An Irrigation Consultant 
Drip Irrigation For Windbreaks 
Predicting the Last Irrigation For Corn 
and Grain Sorghum 
Irrigation in the Sandhills-The Rancher's 
Management Alternatives 
Irrigating Onions 
Estimating Soil Moisture by Appearance 
and Feel 
Irrigation Scheduling Using Crop Water 
Use Data 
Irrigating Alfalfa 
Selecting Sprinkler Packages for Center 
Pivots 
Flow Control Devices for Center Pivot Sys-
tems 
Minimum Center Pivot Design Capacities 
in Nebraska 
Evapotranspiration (ET) or Crop Water 
Use 
Application of Surge Irrigation 
Fundamentals of Surge Irrigation 
Water Resources Management 
EC 87-727 
G 77-358 
G 85-763 
G 89-907 
G 75-253 
G 80-526 
Protecting Our Groundwater- A Grower's 
Guide ($.10) 
Artesian (Confined) Aquifers And Effect 
of Pumping 
Nitrate-Nitrogen in Drinking Water 
Water Testing Laboratories 
WEATHER AND 
CLIMATE 
Climatology /Meteorology 
Growing Degree Days 
The Effect Of Weather On Corn: Presea-
son Precipitation And Yield Of Unirri-
gated Corn 
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G 81-552 
G 83-673 
MP42 
MP46 
RB213 
RB242 
RB280 
RB287 
SB498 
SB 524 
EC 77-199 
EC 87-160 
G 74-122 
G 74-123 
G 74-137 
G 75-210 
G 77-384 
G 78-420 
G 78-422 
G 79-436 
G 80-509 
G 80-510 
G 80-533 
G 81-546 
G 81-551 
G 83-648 
G 83-665 
G 83-681 
G 86-807 
G 87-834 
G 88-863 
G 89-899 
Effects Of Weather On Corn Planting And 
Seedling Establishment 
Maturity Dates and Freeze Risks Based on 
Growing Degree Days 
An Analysis Of Nebraska's Precipitation 
Climatology With Emphasis On Occur-
rence Of Dry Conditions ($.50) 
Drought in the Great Plains: A Biblio-
graphy ($1.00) 
Solar Energy and Sunshine in Nebraska 
($.20) 
Growing Season Air-Soil Temperature 
Relationships at Lincoln, Nebraska ($.35) 
Growing Degree Days Predictions for Corn 
and Sorghum Development and Some Appli-
cations to Crop Production in Nebraska 
($.75) 
Simulation Studies of Corn Hybrid-
Climate Response in Nebraska ($.50) 
Agroclimatic Calendar for Nebraska ($.25) 
Spring And Fall Freeze Probabilities For 
Nebraska ($.25) 
WEEDS 
Weeds 
Hay Fever Plants of Nebraska ($.1 0) 
Musk Thistle ••• ItsAppearance, Spread and 
Control ($.1 0) 
Shattercane- What To Do About It 
Weed Control in Reduced Tillage Corn 
Weed Control In Grain Sorghum 
Jointed Goatgrass 
Common Milkweed 
Weed Control Along Irrigation Pipe And 
Ditch banks 
Know And Control Downy Brome 
Control of Downy Brome in Alfalfa 
Canada Thistle 
Sagebrush Control 
Water Use By Weeds In A Wheat-Fallow 
System 
Ecofarming: Fallow Aids In Winter Wheat-
Fallow Rotation 
Ecofarming: Spring Row Crop Planting 
And Weed Control In Wmter Wheat Stubble 
Wild Proso Millet 
Hemp Dogbane 
Velvetleaf 
Where Do Weeds Come From? 
Leafy Spurge 
AnnualBroadleafWeed Control in Winter 
Wheat 
Weed Control in No-Till Corn, Grain Sor-
ghum, and Soybean Production 
G 89-905 
RB220 
RB229 
RB230 
RP241 
RP26 
RP33 
SB 493 
EC 91-130 
G 74-113 
G 74-164 
G 76-272 
G 76-294 
G 77-382 
G 78-390 
G 81-570 
G 83-637 
G83-653 
G 84-700 
G 84-704 
G 86-802 
G 88-871 
G 88-872 
RB226 
RP250 
CC292 
G 73-13 
G 76-319 
G 77-342 
G 79-461 
G 79-470 
G 81-580 
Weed Control on CRP Acres 
Seed and Phenological Studies With Shat-
tercane ($.25) 
Germination and Early Seed Development 
of Musk and Plumeless Thistle ($.25) 
Life Cycle Studies With Musk Thistle ($.25) 
Aquatic Weed Control ($.20) 
Lawn Weeds and Their Control (FOR SALE 
ONLY:$1.75) 
Vine Weeds Of The North Central States 
($.25) 
A Descriptive Guide For Major Nebraska 
Thistles ($.50) 
Herbicides 
1991 Herbicide Use in Nebraska ($.60) 
A Quick Test For Atrazine Carryover 
Herbicide-Fertilizer Combinations 
Factors That Make Soil-Applied Herbi-
cides Work 
Broadcast Or Band Your Herbicide? 
Right Crop Stage For Herbicide Use: Corn, 
Sorghum, Small Grains 
Right Crop Stage for Herbicide Use: Al-
falfa, Sugarbeets, Soybeans and Field Beans 
Ecofarming: Management Of Atrazine 
Carryover In Ecofallow 
Herbicide Carryover 
Herbicides and Soil 
Factors Affecting Foliar-Applied Herbi-
cides 
Brush and Woody Plant Control 
Banvel and 2,4-D Damage to Fieldbeans 
and Soybeans 
Chemical Control of Rangeland Weeds 
Surfactants and Herbicides 
Differential Plant Injury and Yield Re-
sponses ofTomato Varieties To 2,4-D ($.25) 
Factors Affecting Foliar-Applied Herbi-
cides ($.05) 
WILDLIFE 
MANAGEMENT 
Pests 
Emergency Flood Information: Pest Con-
trol After The Flood ($.05) 
Snake Control 
Plains Pocket Gophers And Their Control 
Sowbugs and Pillbugs 
Controlling Rats 
Controlling House Mice 
Starlings And Their Control 
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G 82-624 
G 83-641 
G 83-656 
G 83-657 
G 86-777 
G 87-855 
G 88-887 
G 89-908 
EC 75-1427 
EC 84-1757 
EC 89-1761 
G 76-278 
G 76-279 
G 80-519 
G 83-669 
G 83-670 
G 84-671 
G 84-672 
G 88-882 
RP338 
Bait Stations For Controlling Rats and 
Mice 
Dealing With Skunks 
Rodent-Proof Construction-Structural 
Rodent-Proof Construction-Drains and 
Feeding Equipment 
Moles and Their Control 
Controlling Rabbit Damage 
Controlling Vole Damage 
Controlling Snake Problems Around Homes 
Wildlife 
Ponds for Nebraskans ($.20) 
Who's Who in Great Plains Songbirds (FOR 
SALE ONLY: $3.00) 
Poisonous Snakes and Snakebite in Ne-
braska ($.30) 
Processing Small Game Mammals 
Processing Deer 
Prairie Dogs And Their Control 
Backyard Wildlife: Feeding Birds 
Backyard Wildlife: Bird Houses and Shelves 
Backyard Wildlife-Planting for Habitat 
Backyard Wildlife: Making It Come Alive 
Assistance With Wildlife Damage Prob-
lems in Nebraska 
Shelves, Houses and Feeders for Birds and 
Mammals (FOR SALE ONLY: $2 .00) 
D 
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COMPUTER 
PROGRAMS 
The following programs are available for IBM and IBM-
compatible computers. 
CP I Nebraska PC-Cowcard - A Beef Cow-Calf Mi-
crocomputer Program. This program, written for the com-
mercial cow-calf producer, stores, summarizes and analyzes 
large quantities of information on the cow herd including 
cow-calf histories and bull histories. It generates work-
sheets, reports and at the end of the year, automatically 
transfers pertinent data to the cow card and recalculates a 
new MPPA and averages for important traits. Requires 640K 
capacity and 10 megabyte hard disk. Specify diskette size. 
(FOR SALE ONLY: $150.00) 
CP 2 Share Arrangements for Cow-calf or Cow-
yearling Operation: COWSHARE A Spreadsheet Pro-
gram. This computer program is to assist in the analysis of 
cow-calf or cow-yearling share arrangements. Available on 
5 1/4" diskette only. (FOR SALE ONLY: $15.00) 
CP 3 Erosion- Universal Soil Equation: A Handbook 
for Nebraska Producers. This program helps landowners 
learn the effects of varying cropping practices, soil types and 
rainfall amounts on soil erosion. It includes a copy of the 
publication, EC 88-116: Universal Soil Loss Equation: A 
Handbook for Nebraska Producers. Available on 5 1/4" 
diskette only. (FOR SALE ONLY: $5.00) 
CP 4 Pump Alternatives. This computerized spread-
sheet was developed to calculate the operating costs for a 
num her of possible changes in an established pumping plant. 
It was designed to help irrigators calculate the cost of savings 
of these changes. Includes a copy of the publication EC 88-
729, Irrigation Pumping Plant Alternatives. Available on 5 1/ 
4" diskettes only. (FOR SALE ONLY: $10.00) 
CP 5 European Corn Borer. This program is a power-
ful tool to manage the European Com Borer in Nebraska 
field corn. The program predicts when second generation 
moths will lay eggs and when fields should be scouted. 
Scouting information is analyzed for relevant factors in 
deciding if insecticide treatment would be profitable, com-
paring predicted economic losses and control costs for indi-
vidual fields. (FOR SALE ONLY: $65.00 plus $4.23 sales tax 
and $2 .00 shipping [$71.23] for each copy ordered). Specify 
diskette size. Note: This software package will be sold only 
to Nebraska residents. 
CP 6 TERM-Term Loan Amortization and Cal-
culation of Loan Balances. This spreadsheet program was 
developed to help analyze financial matters related to 
loans. (FOR SALE ONLY: $15.00) 
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ORDER FORM 
Please send me one copy of each publication listed below: 
Number Title 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
*For Nebraska residents ordering more than 10 single publications or 
"For Sale Only" items. 
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